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Neural systems underlying lexical retrieval for sign language
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Abstract

Positron emission tomography was used to investigate whether signed languages exhibit the same neural organization for lexical retrieval
within classical and non-classical language areas as has been described for spoken English. Ten deaf native American sign language (ASL)
signers were shown pictures of unique entities (famous persons) and non-unique entities (animals) and were asked to name each stimulus
with an overt signed response. Proper name signed responses to famous people were fingerspelled, and common noun responses to animals
were both fingerspelled and signed with native ASL signs. In general, retrieving ASL signs activated neural sites similar to those activated
by hearing subjects retrieving English words. Naming famous persons activated the left temporal pole (TP), whereas naming animals
(whether fingerspelled or signed) activated left inferotemporal (IT) cortex. The retrieval of fingerspelled and native signs generally engaged
the same cortical regions, but fingerspelled signs in addition activated a premotor region, perhaps due to the increased motor planning
and sequencing demanded by fingerspelling. Native signs activated portions of the left supramarginal gyrus (SMG), an area previously
implicated in the retrieval of phonological features of ASL signs. Overall, the findings indicate that similar neuroanatomical areas are
involved in lexical retrieval for both signs and words.
© 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Signed languages provide a unique approach to under-
standing the neural systems that underlie language pro-
cessing because of their distinct modes of production and
perception. The existence of languages such as American
Sign Language (ASL) allow us to ask new questions about
the neural structures that underlie our conceptual knowledge
and use of language. What are the consequences of language
developed in the hands and for the eyes, rather than based on
the vocal tract and the ear? Do these modality-determined
differences influence the organization of neural areas which
mediate between lexical units (signs or words) and their
corresponding conceptual structures? These are the issues
addressed in this study.

Previous research using positron emission tomography
(PET) indicates that lexical retrieval of English words for
non-unique concrete entities and for unique concrete enti-
ties (e.g. retrieving the names of individual people) depends
not just on the classic language areas, but also on several
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distinct regions of higher-order association cortices within
the left hemisphere[15]. Damasio et al.[15] hypothesized
that these association cortices within the left hemisphere me-
diate between the neural regions which support conceptual
knowledge and those which support the phonemic represen-
tations needed for the production of the name of the concrete
entity. For example, distinct intermediary regions were en-
gaged when naming non-unique animals, compared to nam-
ing unique individual persons. Specifically, retrieving words
for animals was found to activate regions within the left ven-
tral inferior temporal lobe; in contrast, retrieving the names
of famous persons activated the left and right temporal pole
(TP) (the lesion data indicated that left TP is associated with
name retrieval, while right TP is associated with recogni-
tion; [15]). The authors proposed that these left hemisphere
intermediary regions do not represent names of animals or
persons in explicit form; but rather their activity serves to re-
construct the phonological structure of a given word within
sensorimotor structures in left perisylvian cortex.

The lexical retrieval of an ASL sign involves the recon-
struction of a manual rather than a vocal representation.
Many linguists have argued that signed languages exhibit a
“phonological” level of structure, despite the fact that signed
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languages are perceived visually rather than auditorily
[5,10,29,33]. In spoken languages, words are constructed out
of sounds which in and of themselves have no meaning. The
wordsbat andpat differ only in the initial sounds which have
no inherent meanings of their own. Sounds may be combined
in various ways to create distinct words:bad differs from
dab only in how the sounds are sequenced. Similarly, signs
are constructed out of components that are themselves mean-
ingless and are combined to create morphemes and words.

Signs are composed of four basic phonological parame-
ters: handshape, location (place of articulation), movement,
and palm orientation.Fig. 1provides an illustration of three
minimal pairs: signs that are identical except for one com-
ponent, and if you substitute one component for another, it
changes the meaning of the sign. The top illustration shows
two ASL signs that differ only in handshape. ASL contains
over 30 different handshapes, but not all sign languages share
the same handshape inventory. For example, the “t” hand-
shape in ASL (the thumb is inserted between the index and
middle fingers of a fist) is not used by Danish sign language.
Chinese sign language contains a handshape formed with an

Fig. 1. Examples of minimal pairs in ASL: (A) signs that contrast in
hand configuration; (B) signs that contrast in place of articulation, and
(C) signs that contrast in movement.

open hand with all fingers extended except for the ring fin-
ger which is bent—this hand configuration does not occur
in ASL. Signs also differ according to where they are made
on the body or face.Fig. 1Bshows two signs that differ only
their place of articulation. Movement is another contrasting
phonological category that distinguishes minimally between
signs as shown inFig. 1C. Several different path movement
types occur in ASL (e.g. circling, arc, straight), and signs
can contain “internal” movement such as wiggling of the fin-
gers or changes in handshape. Finally, signs can differ solely
in the orientation of the palm; for example, the sign WANT
(signs are notated as English glosses in uppercase) is pro-
duced with a spread hand with the palm up, and FREEZE is
produced with the same handshape and movement (bending
of the fingers and movement toward the body), but the palm
is facing downward. These meaningless phonological ele-
ments are combined and sequenced to create lexical signs.
Thus, both signed and spoken languages exhibit a linguis-
tically significant, yet meaningless, level of structure which
can be analyzed asphonology for both language types (see
[18] for discussion).

In sum, there are several aspects of spoken language that
have a direct counterpart in signed language, and nearly two
decades of research on the neural organization of sign lan-
guage strongly indicates that the left hemisphere is critical
to linguistic functions for signers, as it is for speakers (for
recent reviews see[8,18,27]). However, there have been few
studies that investigate whether or not distinctions might
exist in the neural organization of language-related systems
within the left hemisphere for deaf individuals. In this study,
we conducted a PET experiment with deaf ASL signers to
investigate whether the retrieval of signs denoting entities
belonging to two distinct conceptual categories, non-unique
animals and unique persons, would engage separable re-
gions in higher-order cortices of the left hemisphere. Given
previous results with hearing English speakers, we hypoth-
esize that left ventral inferotemporal (IT) cortex will be
engaged when retrieving signs for animals and that the left
temporal pole will be engaged when retrieving names for
famous persons. As noted, these regions are hypothesized to
represent language-related structures that mediate between
cortices that support conceptual knowledge and neural
structures engaged during the phonological implementation
of word forms[12,15].

We have no reason to suspect that deaf people have a
distinct conceptualization of animals or famous persons
compared to hearing people, and thus we hypothesize that
similar cortices will be activated during concept retrieval
and that these cortices will then engage the same interme-
diary language areas during lexical retrieval. The cortical
regions that support concept retrieval are located in early
and higher-order sensory cortices of both hemispheres,
whereas language-related mediational structures are lateral-
ized to the left hemisphere (specifically, left IT and TP for
naming animals and persons, respectively). These interme-
diary language areas do not contain word representations;
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Fig. 2. Example sign responses when naming animals and persons.

rather, these cortices are hypothesized to represent dispo-
sition regions for name retrieval for entities within distinct
conceptual categories, and these intermediary regions then
guide phonological implementation during naming[15,16].

It is possible that the neural cortices underlying phono-
logical implementation itself differ for speech and sign.
According to Levelt’s model of speech production[32],
phonological implementation involves phonological code
retrieval, phonological encoding, phonetic encoding, and
articulation. In a recent meta-analysis, Indefrey and Levelt
[30] propose that the following neural regions are engaged
in phonological code retrieval and encoding: left posterior
and middle temporal gyri, left thalamus, left inferior frontal
gyrus (IFG), and left mid superior temporal gyrus (STG).
They propose that the following areas are engaged during
phonetic encoding and articulation: primary motor and sen-
sory areas, left anterior STG, supplementary motor area
(SMA), and the left and medial cerebellum. This proposed
neural circuitry for language production is based entirely on
studies of spoken word production, and the extent to which
it applies to sign language production is unclear. However,
the study presented here was not designed to specifically
investigate potential differences in phonological implemen-
tation for ASL compared to English; rather the study inves-
tigates those aspects of lexical retrieval that are affected by
the nature of the categories to be named (i.e. higher-order
association cortices within the left hemisphere).

Nonetheless, there is one important difference between
English and ASL with respect to phonological implementa-
tion that is relevant to naming animals compared to naming
famous persons. In English, naming these two types of
entities does not involve distinct phonological processes.
In contrast, for ASL, names of famous persons are almost
always fingerspelled because most celebrities do not have
name signs, which tend to be reserved for family, friends,
and well-known deaf people. The fingerspelled alphabet
is a set of signs for the English alphabet and is not a
representation of the sounds of English—it is a manual rep-
resentation of the orthographic representation of English.
Although fluent fingerspelling clearly involves sequencing
handshapes in correspondence with written letter sequences,
there are constraints on the nature of movement patterns and
co-articulation effects for handshape sequences[44]. Fluent
and correctly articulated fingerspelling is difficult to acquire
by late learners of ASL. In addition, fingerspelled names

violate many of the phonological constraints on form that
are observed for native ASL signs[5,35]. For example, na-
tive ASL signs allow very restricted changes in handshape,
permit only a certain number of orientation changes within
a single sign, and conform to constraints on which fingers
may participate in handshape changes. Fingerspelled forms
that violate these core phonological constraints are thus,
argued to be on the periphery of the ASL lexicon[5,35].

Because of these differences between fingerspelled forms
and native ASL signs, we created two sets of animal stimuli
in order to compare the retrieval of lexical items denoting
animals and persons: those that can be named with native
ASL signs and those that must be named by fingerspelling
because no ASL sign exists.Fig. 2 provides illustrations of
the three types of signed responses (native ASL signs for
animals, fingerspelled signs for animals, and fingerspelled
names of persons). Retrieval of fingerspelled signs denot-
ing animals can be contrasted with retrieval of fingerspelled
names for famous persons and with the retrieval of native
ASL signs denoting animals. We hypothesize that the cor-
tices which mediate between phonological production of
lexical items and their associated concepts will be identi-
cal for fingerspelled and native signs denoting animals, but
the neural cortices responsible for phonological production
itself may have a different distribution for these distinct
sign forms. Specifically, we hypothesized that the left supra-
marginal gyrus (SMG) would be more engaged during the
production of native ASL signs than during the production
of fingerspelled words. This hypothesis is based on a recent
cortical mapping study by Corina et al.[9] which suggested
that the SMG is engaged during the selection of phonologi-
cal features for native ASL signs. Corina et al.[9] found that
stimulation of the left SMG in a deaf ASL signer produced
both phonological and semantic errors during a naming task,
and the phonological errors were clear substitutions, which
differed from the reduced articulations that characterized
signing under stimulation to Broca’s area.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Ten right-handed, adult native deaf signers were studied
under a PET protocol using [15O]water. The subjects were
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Fig. 3. A 3-D reconstructed brain showing the limits of the search volume. The search volume included voxels in Talairach space corresponding to the
left temporal pole (bounded posteriorly by a line perpendicular to the major axis of the temporal lobe, at the level of the anterior ascending ramus of
the sylvian fissure), left inferotemporal region (bounded by the superior temporal and collateral sulci, and the left inferior parietal lobule. The displayed
axial slices correspond to the levels displayed for the results depicted inFig. 5.

five men and five women, aged 19–38, with 12 years or more
of formal education and right-handed (handedness quotient
of +90 or greater as measured by the Oldfield–Geschwind
questionnaire). All had deaf parents and acquired ASL as
their first language from birth. All were profoundly deaf
(90 db loss or greater), and none had any history of neu-
rological or psychiatric disease. All gave formal consent in
accordance with Federal and institutional guidelines.

2.2. Procedures

All subjects underwent MR scanning in a General Elec-
tric Signa scanner operating at 1.5 T, using the following
protocol: SPGR 30, TR 24, TE 7, NEX 1, FOV 24 cm, ma-
trix 256× 192. Each of three individual 1NEX SPGR data
sets was obtained with 124 contiguous coronal slices with
thickness 1.5–1.7 mm and interpixel distance 0.94 mm. The
slice thickness varied so as to be adjusted to the size of the
brain and the head in order to sample the entire brain, while
avoiding wrap artifacts. The three individual data sets were
co-registered post hoc with automated image registration
(AIR 3.03) to produce a single data set, of enhanced qual-
ity, with pixel dimensions of 0.7 mm in plane and 1.5 mm
between planes[28]. The MR sequences were reconstructed
for each subject in 3-D using Brainvox[13,20]. Extracere-
bral voxels were edited away manually. The MR scans were
used to confirm the absence of structural abnormalities, to
plan the PET slice orientation, and to delineate regions of
interest a priori.

PET-Brainvox[14,23] was used to plan the PET slice
orientation parallel to the long axis of the temporal lobes,
so that the PET acquisition volume included the tempo-
ral lobes and the inferior parietal lobules in all subjects.
Talairach space was constructed directly for each subject
via user-identification of the anterior and posterior com-
missures and the midsagittal plane in Brainvox. An auto-
mated planar search routine defined the bounding box and
a piecewise linear transformation was used[20], as defined
in the Talairach atlas[39]. After Talairach transformation,
the MR data sets were warped (AIR fifth-order nonlinear

algorithm) to an atlas space constructed by averaging 50
normal Talairach-transformed brains, rewarping each brain
to the average, and finally averaging them again (analogous
to the procedure described in[43]). For simplicity, we will
henceforth refer to this standard space as “Talairach space”.
The Talairach-transformed 3-D scans of all 10 subjects were
averaged. The search volume, encompassing the left tem-
poral pole, left inferotemporal cortices, and inferior parietal
lobule, was traced on the averaged brain, so as to establish
the limits and the size of the search volume (seeFig. 3).

Each subject received eight injections containing 50 mCi
of [15O]water. Each subject performed four tasks, twice
each. The tasks were the following: (1) production of names
for famous persons using fingerspelling (ISI 2.5 s;N = 15
per trial); (2) production of names of animals using finger-
spelling (ISI 1.5 s;N = 23 per trial); (3) production of
names of animals using native ASL signs (ISI 1.5 s;N = 23
per trial); and (4) an orientation judgment performed on the
faces of unknown persons requiring the responseyes if the
face was in the canonic position (up) andno if the face was
inverted (ISI 1.0 s;N = 36 per trial). The ASL signs YES
and NO are fingerspelled loan signs and fall “in-between”
native signs and fingerspelled words. Thus, subjects made
a signed response, but no naming was involved. This task
was chosen because unknown faces do not evoke a name
and yet depict real entities at least as complex as the stimuli
presented in the other naming tasks, and it is the task used
in parallel studies with hearing English speakers[15,16,26].
Similarly, the various ISIs for each naming task were cho-
sen to parallel the ISI times in the Damasio et al. study
[15], and these times were selected to equate naming perfor-
mance across tasks. Subjects’ responses were recorded dur-
ing the PET study by a native ASL signer, and the responses
were also videotaped for confirmation and later analysis.
The stimuli were presented from 5 s after each injection (ap-
proximately 10 s before the bolus arrived in the brain) until
40 s after injection; the average duration of a trial was 36 s.

For all tasks, subjects responded with their right hand in a
natural “whisper mode” so that the hand did not contact the
face. This response mode is more natural for fingerspelling
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than for producing native signs. Therefore, subjects were al-
ways first presented with animal stimuli that could be named
with native ASL signs. This presentation order reduced the
possibility that subjects would fall into a fingerspelling “set”
and produce fingerspelled responses in all conditions.

Face stimuli were black and white photographs, with
background details and telltale appendages deleted. Famil-
iar faces for a given subject were selected prior to the PET
session by having the subjects view a large collection of fa-
mous faces from the Iowa[41] and Boston[1] Famous Faces
tests, and a number of additional faces of contemporary fa-
mous actors, politicians, and sports figures. Subjects were
not asked to name any of the persons, and no names were
provided by the investigators. Subjects were asked to indi-
cate whether or not they recognized each person. The final
stimulus set of famous faces for each subject was composed
only of faces they had said they recognized. Unfamiliar faces
for the face baseline task were half male, half female, and
half were inverted. Animal stimuli were digitized color pho-
tographs, from which background details had been deleted.
Fig. 4 provides an illustration of each stimulus type.

Positron emission tomography (PET) data were acquired
with a General Electric 4096 Plus body tomograph, yield-
ing 15 transaxial slices with a nominal interslice interval
of 6.5 mm. For each injection, 50 mCi of [15O] water was
administered as a bolus through a venous catheter. Arterial
blood sampling was not performed.

Reconstructed images of the distribution of radioactive
counts from each injection were coregistered with each

Fig. 4. Example stimuli (the pictures of animals are reproduced in black and white; they were in color for the actual study). (A) Barbra Striesand (famous
person); (B) beaver (named with a fingerspelled word); (C) elephant (named with a native ASL sign); (D) an inverted unfamiliar face from the control
condition.

other using automated image registration (AIR 3.03, Roger
Woods, UCLA). The 3-D MR and the mean coregistered
PET data were also coregistered using PET-Brainvox and
automated image registration[42]. PET data were Talairach-
transformed as described above, masked to the coregis-
tered MRI brain contour to exclude extracerebral voxels,
and then smoothed with an isotropic 16 mm gaussian ker-
nel by Fourier transformation, complex multiplication, and
reverse Fourier transformation. The final calculated image
resolution was 18 mm× 18 mm× 18 mm.

PET data were analyzed with a pixelwise linear model
which estimated coefficients for global flow (covariable)
and task and block/subject effects (classification variables)
[21,24]. We searched for increases in adjusted mean activity
in images oft-statistics generated for each of the planned
contrasts. Criticalt values were calculated using gaussian
random field theory fort-statistics[46,47].

The planned contrasts were as follows: (a) to address
the hypothesis that both naming of animals and nam-
ing of unique persons will engage, respectively, the left
IT region and the left temporal pole, the standard con-
trol task (faces upright and upside-down) was subtracted
from each of the target tasks; (b) to assess how the tar-
get conditions (naming of famous persons and naming of
animals, both fingerspelled) would differ from each other,
these target tasks were contrasted; (c) to explore the pos-
sibility that fingerspelling and signing might engage dif-
ferent brain regions, the two tasks naming animals were
contrasted.
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3. Results

Analysis of the behavioral data indicated that naming
animals with fingerspelled signs and naming famous per-
sons produced similar non-response rates: 17.9% for animals
and 20.3% for persons. These rates are similar to the non-
response rates observed for English speakers: 14.8% for ani-
mals and 17.0% for persons[15]. However, the non-response
rate for naming animals with native ASL signs was signif-
icantly lower (2.1%) than for the other two naming tasks
(F(2, 18) = 9.73, P < 0.01).

Statistically significant activity in the search volume (left
inferior parietal lobule, left IT and temporal pole) with a
volume of 97.4 cm3 (corresponding to 17 resels over which
the critical t value is±3.73) can be seen inTable 1and
Fig. 5. To provide a direct comparison with the results from
hearing English speakers, data from[15,16,26]are listed in
Table 3.

The contrast between naming famous persons and the con-
trol task demonstrated activation of the left temporal pole
(−38,+16,−19) and the left anterior superior temporal sul-
cus (−53,−10,−10), as had been found previously for En-
glish speakers using the same post processing as this report
(seeTable 3; [15]: L TP −37, +3, −19 and L ASTS:−56,
−14,−9; [26]: L TP −41 +15 −19). The contrast between
naming animals (fingerspelled and signed) and the control
task showed significant activation in left ventral IT (−38,
−45, −11), as predicted and as found for English speakers
([15]: −37, −35, −15). Furthermore, the contrast between

Table 1
Summary of PET activation results for deaf subjects, a priori search volumea

T88X T88Y T88Z Tmax Volume (mm3)

Naming persons minus baseline
L temporal pole −38 +16 −19 4.52 521
L anterior superior temporal sulcus −53 −10 −10 4.27 547
L ventral IT −40 −35 −14 4.43 2369
L angular gyrus −31 −74 +39 4.35 663

Naming animals (fs, s) minus baseline
L ventral IT −38 −45 −11 4.59 16377

Naming persons minus animals (fs)
L temporal pole −35 +12 −19 6.28 6974∗
L anterior superior temporal sulcus −50 −14 −10 5.74 6974∗
L supramarginal gyrus −53 −62 +27 4.20 684

Naming animals (fs) minus persons
L temporo–occipital junction −39 −62 −5 4.27 3250

Naming animals (fs) minus animals (s)
None

Naming animals (s) minus animals (fs)
L lateral TO junction −58 −57 +3 4.04 415

−45 −64 +11 3.92 192
L ventral IT −42 −9 −14 3.85 33
L supramarginal gyrus −51 −36 +26 4.16 639

−49 −60 +23 4.08 10

a The fingerspelled animal set is indicated by “fs” and the signed animal set is indicated by “s”. An (∗) indicates two distinct local maxima within
one suprathreshold cluster.

naming famous persons and naming animals (fingerspelled)
showed significant activation in the left temporal pole (−35,
+12,−19) and left anterior superior temporal sulcus (−50,
−14,−10) during naming of famous persons relative to ani-
mals, but no difference in activity in ventral left IT during ei-
ther task. Surprisingly, the contrast between naming persons
and the control task also revealed activation in left ventral
IT (−40,−35,−14;Table 1), unlike what has been reported
for English speakers. Finally, homologous regions within
the right hemisphere were not activated when deaf signers
named animals or persons, relative to the control task.

A post hoc analysis at whole brain level (criticalt =
±4.68) showed some additional areas of significant activity
(Table 2). Naming persons and naming animals both acti-
vated the left inferior frontal gyrus, relative to the control
task (−34,+19,−3 and−41,+28,+17, respectively). Sim-
ilarly, activation within IFG has been reported for English
speakers naming animals or persons, using the same control
task ([15] for animals:−41, +22, +3). Activation within
the right frontal pole was found for naming persons, relative
to naming animals (+25, +63, +8), but no other regions
within the right hemisphere exhibited significant activation.

When the retrieval of fingerspelled words and the retrieval
of native signs for animals were contrasted, there were no
regions within the search volume where there was signifi-
cantly more activity during retrieval of fingerspelled words.
Outside the search volume, there was significant bilateral ac-
tivation in superomesial frontal cortex during fingerspelling
(+1, +23, +40). As predicted, the retrieval of native signs
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the contrast between (A) naming famous persons and the control task; (B) naming animals (fingerspelled and signed) and the control
task; (C) naming famous persons and naming animals (fingerspelled); (D) naming animals with native ASL signs and naming animals with fingerspelled
words. The color bar indicates the thresholds for statistical significance, corrected over the search volume of left TP, IT, and inferior parietal lobule. The
black dotted line encloses those regions that are above threshold.

activated the left supramarginal gyrus relative to the retrieval
of fingerspelled words. (There were two separate maxima:
−51, −36, +26 and−49, −60, +23; Table 1.) There was
also more activity in the left lateral temporal–occipital junc-
tion (centered at two coordinates:−58, −57, +3 and−45,
−64,+11). Outside the search volume, there was more left
superior parietal lobule activity (−15,−59,+55) during the
production of native ASL signs (Table 2).

4. Discussion

As predicted, the contrast between the control task and
lexical retrieval of signs for animals revealed activation in
mesial and ventral inferotemporal cortex in deaf signers, in
the same region that is activated in hearing speakers when
naming animals[15] (seeTables 1 and 3). The activation
in these two studies was centered on coordinates 10 mm
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Table 2
Summary of PET activation results for deaf subjects, post hoc search volumea

T88X T88Y T88Z Tmax Volume (mm3)

Naming persons minus baseline
L anterior cingulate −1 +38 +18 4.89 8682
L inferior frontal gyrus −34 +19 −3 7.05 6265
L retrosplenial −2 −55 +13 5.04 1625
Cerebellar vermis 0 −47 −12 5.35 1049
Ventromedial frontal +3 +13 −8 5.10 597
L superior prefrontal −16 +42 +38 5.76 423
Basal forebrain +1 0 −1 4.74 41

Naming animals (fs, s) minus baseline
Early visual cortex −12 −63 +4 7.12 41561
L inferior frontal gyrus −41 +28 +17 5.75 2383
L lateral occipital −37 −85 +17 4.94 272

Naming persons minus animals (fs)
Mesial prefrontal +5 +53 +5 5.28 3956
Mesial parietal +1 −52 +25 5.75 2857
L anterior middle frontal gyrus −17 +48 +7 5.34 772
Basal forebrain +2 +7 −4 5.20 693
R frontal pole +25 +63 +8 4.79 119

Naming animals (fs) minus persons
L temporo–occipital −21 −63 0 4.82 172
Bilateral early visual cortex +2 −80 +2 4.80 67700

Naming animals (fs) minus animals (s)
Superomesial frontal +1 +23 +40 5.21 609

Naming animals (s) minus animals (fs)
L superior parietal lobule −15 −59 +55 5.96 5149

a The fingerspelled animal set is indicated by “fs” and the signed animal set is indicated by “s”.

apart. We have previously estimated that such coordinates
are stable within a radius of 15 mm 95% of the time us-
ing these methods[24]. Therefore, the coordinate reported
here is not distinguishable from that reported for English

Table 3
Summary of PET activation results for hearing subjects, a priori search
volume

T88X T88Y T88Z Tmax

Naming persons minus baseline
L temporal polea −37 +3 −33 4.57
L temporal poleb −39 +15 −17 3.79
L anterior superior temporal sulcusa −56 −14 −9 4.11
R temporal polea +42 0 −34 4.50

Naming animals minus baseline
L ventral ITa −37 −35 −15 5.43
L temporal polea −30 0 −31 4.36

Naming persons minus animals
L temporal polec −39 +3 −17 3.35
L anterior superior temporal sulcusc −53 −14 −2 4.55

Naming animals minus persons
L ventral ITc −44 −59 −10 6.69
L ventral ITc −20 −66 +3 5.79

a H. Damasio et al.[15].
b Grabowski et al.[26].
c H. Damasio et al.[16].

speakers. The contrast between the control task and naming
famous persons revealed activation in the temporal pole
that was predicted, and which also falls within a 15 mm
radius of the activation found previously for English speak-
ers[15,24–26]. In addition, there was activation of the left
anterior superior temporal sulcus, which has also been re-
ported previously, at a coordinate 5 mm away from that
reported here[15,22,26]. When we directly contrasted nam-
ing famous persons with naming animals (fingerspelled),
we found significant activation of the left temporal pole
and left anterior superior temporal sulcus during the task
of naming famous persons, but no significant difference in
activity in ventral IT between these two conditions.

These data reveal that left temporal cortices are engaged
in the retrieval of both signs and words, which we interpret
to mean that language modality does not affect the anatom-
ical locus for the mediation between concept and phonolog-
ical sequencing. For both signers and speakers, retrieval of
lexical items denoting unique versus non-unique concrete
entities (individual persons versus animals) depends upon
partially segregated neural systems. These cortical regions
lie outside the classical language areas and are hypothesized
to contain neuron ensembles that can transiently direct the
reconstruction of phonological representation (e.g.[11,12]).
These results suggest that the modality of the phonologi-
cal representation (auditory-oral or visual-manual) does not
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substantially alter the neural substrate for lexical mediation
between concepts and the production of lexical items.

With respect to the production of lexical items (phono-
logical implementation), the results of the post hoc whole
brain analysis suggest some similarities between sign and
speech. Specifically, left IFG was activated when naming
animals relative to the baseline in ASL (−41, +28, +17)
and in English ([15]: −41,+22,+3). The homologous right
hemisphere region was not activated for either speakers or
signers. Indefrey and Levelt[30] propose that left IFG is one
of the areas specifically involved in phonological encoding
during word production. The other area hypothesized to be
involved in phonological encoding is the left mid superior
temporal gyrus, which was not found to be active for speak-
ers or signers, at least with the whole brain analyses using
this baseline task. Because both the target and baseline tasks
involved overt articulation, these studies are unlikely to re-
veal neural areas involved in phonetic implementation or ar-
ticulation for either speech or sign. The fact that both word
and sign production engaged left IFG (specifically Broca’s
area) suggests that at least some of the neural circuitry in-
volved in phonological encoding is unaffected by the na-
ture of the articulators involved in language production. It
is possible, however, that modality-related differences occur
within other left perisylvian regions, given that our studies
were not designed to examine the phonological implemen-
tation stage of lexical retrieval.

The contrast between naming famous persons and the con-
trol task indicated that neural regions in left ventral IT were
active for deaf ASL signers (in addition to temporal pole ac-
tivity; Table 1). However, activation in left ventral IT was not
observed for English speakers naming famous persons[15].
It is possible that this additional activation in ventral IT is
related to the different perceptual and cognitive experience
that deaf signers have with the human face. Specifically,
certain facial expressions are linguistic and play a signifi-
cant role in the syntax and morphology of ASL, and signers
must be able to discriminate rapidly among many distinct
expressions during language comprehension (see[18] for
a review). Furthermore, McCullough and Emmorey[34]
found that deaf and hearing signers exhibited an enhanced
ability to discriminate among similar faces and to recognize
subtle changes in specific facial features, compared to hear-
ing non-signers (see also[3,4]); however, ASL signers and
hearing non-signers did not differ in their ability to recog-
nize faces they had seen before or in gestalt face processing
abilities. This pattern of results was attributed to the fact that
to identify and categorize ASL facial expressions, signers
need not recognize the person signing. Rather, signers must
rely on an enhanced featural processing of the face in order
to identify specific facial expressions. In addition, the gestalt
of the face does not change with different facial expressions.
When naming and recognizing the faces of famous persons,
ASL signers engage additional neural areas in these more
posterior regions perhaps because they do so whenever they
process human faces. It is noteworthy that the region of

activation within left IT borders the middle fusiform gyrus,
an area that has been found to be engaged during part-based
(featural) processing of unfamiliar faces (Rossion et al.[37]
report the following co-ordinates:−42,−50,−26; compare
to −40,−35,−14 for naming persons in ASL, seeTable 1).
Although processing the unfamiliar faces in the control con-
dition might engage these areas, in principle, half of those
faces were upside-down and thus, would not be expected to
do so (e.g.[19]). Thus, we speculate that regions in ventral
left IT may be automatically engaged in a more general fea-
tural analysis of faces (not specific to individuals) that is re-
quired for linguistic processing of facial expression in ASL.

The contrast between naming animals with fingerspelled
signs and native ASL signs indicated significant activation
in superomesial frontal cortex during fingerspelling, using
the post hoc search volume. This neural region includes part
of the supplementary motor area. This area has been impli-
cated in the planning of sequences of voluntary motor move-
ments (e.g.[40]), and unlike native ASL signs, fingerspelled
words require the production of a sequence of several dis-
tinct handshapes. Furthermore, for speech production, the
SMA has been implicated in the formulation of an articu-
latory plan and in initiating sequential articulations[45,48].
The additional motoric planning required by fingerspelling
may therefore, have engaged the SMA to a greater extent
than the production of native ASL signs, which are produced
with either a single handshape or at most a sequence of two
handshapes.

Naming animals with native ASL signs produced more ac-
tivation in the left lateral temporal–occipital junction, com-
pared to naming animals with fingerspelled words (Table 1).
One possible explanation for this difference is that the an-
imals in the set named with ASL signs tended to be more
common animals than those animals in the fingerspelled set
(the mean frequency of the English gloss for animals in the
native sign set was 16.3, compared to 3.1 for the finger-
spelled set, based on[31]). The behavioral data indicated that
the animals in the native sign set were easier to name than
the animals in the fingerspelled set. The additional activa-
tion for naming animals with native signs is quite posterior
and near visual association cortices. Because more common
animals are more familiar, naming these animals may not
need to recruit the more anterior cortices in order to be dis-
ambiguated[12]. Naming less common animals may engage
anterior regions within the ventral stream because recogni-
tion requires more analysis in order to disambiguate them
from familiar animals (e.g. distinguishing a beaver from a
large cat).

Finally, retrieval of native ASL signs, in contrast to finger-
spelled signs for animals, produced activation in left supra-
marginal gyrus. As noted earlier, Corina et al.[9] found that
stimulation to the left SMG in a deaf signer during a naming
task caused the signer to produce phonological errors that
involved mis-selections of phonological components; for ex-
ample, the signer produced a clearly articulated X hand-
shape (fist with index finger extended and curved) for the
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A-bar handshape (fist with thumb extended) of the intended
sign PEANUT. Corina et al.[9] hypothesized that the SMG
plays a critical role in the selection of phonological feature
information during sign language production. Our results
support this hypothesis: the supramarginal gyrus was more
engaged when signers produced native ASL signs, and only
these signs are represented as hierarchically arranged sets
of phonological features (e.g.[5]). As noted in the introduc-
tion, fingerspelled forms are on the periphery of the ASL
lexicon, violating many of the phonological constraints of
native ASL signs.

Although the left SMG has been implicated in some stud-
ies of auditory phonological processing (e.g.[6,17]), there
have been very few reports in which left SMG is found to
be engaged during spoken word production (see[30]). It
is possible that left inferior parietal cortex is uniquely in-
volved in phonological code retrieval for ASL signs because
signs, unlike fingerspelled words, require that locations on
the body be specified as part of the phonological represen-
tation (seeFig. 1). Although speech requires that sounds be
specified for place of articulation, the place locations are all
within the vocal tract and do not have a clear spatial com-
ponent. In contrast, phonologically contrastive locations for
ASL signs occur on the face, head, neck, torso, arm, and
hand (see[5] for a detailed list of contrasting locations); and
signers must co-ordinate their hand posture to reach a par-
ticular location at the angle required to articulate the correct
form of the sign. There is some evidence that inferior parietal
cortex is involved in co-ordinating hand movements within
body-centered space (e.g.[2,7,38]). Although the ASL sign-
ers produced whispered signs and did not produce complete
movements to target body locations, they did access the lo-
cation specifications for signs and often produced location
distinctions within constrained “whisper space.” Thus, it is
possible that activation within left inferior parietal cortex
(specifically, SMG) reflects an aspect of phonological im-
plementation that is unique to signed languages.

In conclusion, we are beginning to identify and character-
ize the neural systems that underlie language processing in
normal deaf adults who have acquired American Sign Lan-
guage as their first and primary language. The data from
this study indicate that the neural systems involved in the
retrieval of ASL signs are comparable to those involved in
retrieving spoken English words within distinct conceptual
categories. Similar cortical regions within the left cerebral
hemisphere mediate between recognition of a unique entity
(a known individual) or a concrete non-unique entity (an
animal) and the retrieval of either a spoken word or a man-
ual sign denoting those entities. In addition, the left inferior
frontal gyrus appears to play a role in phonological process-
ing for both spoken and signed languages. However, sign
production, unlike speech production, may also recruit left
inferior parietal cortex (SMG). Finally, lexical retrieval does
not appear to recruit additional regions within the right hemi-
sphere for sign language, despite the visual-spatial modality.
This finding is consistent with the results of lesion studies

with deaf signers (e.g.[36]) and indicates that sign produc-
tion, like speech production, is strongly lateralized to the
left hemisphere. Overall, the results suggest that many of the
neural structures that mediate language output, at least at the
level of naming concrete entities, are the same regardless of
the mode of output, spoken or signed.
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